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Abstract

People who understand mechanical systems can infer the principles of operation of an

unfamiliar device from their knowledge of the device's components and their mechanical

interactions. Individuals vary considerably in their ability to make this type of inference.

This paper describes studies of performance in psychometric tests of mechanical ability.

Based on subjects' retrospective protocols and response patterns, it was possible to identify

rules of mechanical reasoning that accounted for the performance of subjects of different

levels of mechanical ability. The rules are explicitly stated in a simulation model which

demonstrates the sufficiency of the rules by producing the kinds of responses observed in

* the subjects. Three abilities are proposed as the sources of individual differences in

performance: (1) ability to correctly identify which attributes of a system are relevant to its

* mechanical function, (2) ability to use rules consistently, and 13) ability to quantitatively

"* combine information about two or more relevant attributes.
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According to Greek legend. Archimedes was once asked by Hieron. the king of

Syracuse. to demonstrate how his theory of mechanics would allow a very heavy weight to
be lifted by a very small force. Archimedes responded by constructing a pulley system that
permitted Hieron to lift a heavily laden ship with the force of his own arm. Archimedes'
understanding of pulley systems surpasses the mechanical ability of most educated people
today. and highlights the fact that there are vast differences among individuals in this
ability. We generally associate mechanical ability with a personIs understanding of how
machines work, the ability to build a machine out of its elementary components. and the
ability to determine why a machine is not working correctly. To understand a machine in
this way. a person has to be able to identify the main components of the machine, know
which properties of these components are relevant to their function in the system. and also
understand how these components interact to accomplish the machine's function. This paper
explores the nature of mechanical ability, and provides an account of individual differences
in mechanical ability.

Our approach to studying mechanical ability has been to determine what kinds of
rules people of different ability use to relate the attributes of a mechanical system to its
function. The research examines which attributes of a mechanical system people consider
relevant to its function, their rules relating the attributes to the function, their preferences
among different rules, and their methods for combining rules pertaining to different
attributes. The methodology includes an analysis of verbal protocols as well as an analysis
of the response patterns obtained during the performance on test items, and these analyses
permit us to infer which rules are used by people of different ability. The resulting models
of high and low ability subjects are instantiated as two computer simulation models. whose
performance on the test items produces patterns resembling those of human subjects.

Previous studies of mechanical ability used the psychometric approach. which involves
measuring the correlations between performance on tests of mechanical ability and other
basic abilities. Psychometric analyses suggested that there were several components of
mechanical ability, such as general reasoning ability, as well as knowledge acquired through
experience with machines (Cronbach. 19841. Cast in this light, the study of individual
differences in mechanical ability is interesting for several reasons. First. if mechanical
reasoning reflects knowledge. we can use mechanical reasoning tests to study different levels
of understanding of machines which characterize high and low ability people. Second. it
suggests that mechanical ability may not be a static trait but may develop with experience,
so that the study of individual differences may also have implications for learning and
development. Third, it suggests that mechanical ability is an instance of reasoning about a
particular domain and its underlying principles of operation, so that the characteristics of
mechanical reasoning may also generalize to reasoning in other domains such as
understanding a biological system or a social organization.

The rules that a subject uses to relate the attrihiltes of a ma-hlne to itq fumrtion
reflect his level of understanding of the machine. There are several different levels ol
understanding of machines that a person might have acquired through experience. People
who use some simple machines in evervdav life may understand how these machines work
but be unable to extrapolate this knowledge to understanding an unfamiliar machine.
Alternatively. people might have abstracted from their experience some general principles of
machines. One such principle might be the relation between the attributes of a machine and
its mechanical advantage Ithe amount by which the machine magnifies input forcel Such
principles can be used in understanding an unfamiliar machine. Finally people who know
some formal physics might be able to analyze the balance of forces in an unfamiliar system
and calculate a precise value for the mechanical advantage of the system.

p..
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Different levels of understanding of machines can be illustrated in the history of
scientific understanding of a simple machine such as the pulley system. According to the
Encyclopedia Britannica. pulleys were first used in about the 8th century B.C.. considerably
later than other simple machines, such as the lever and wedge. Like all the simple
machines. pulleys were used long before the mathematical relationships between loads and
displacements in these machines were formally described by Archimedes 13rd century B.C.)
The analysis of pulley systems in terms of the balance of force in the systems depends oil
principles of Newtonian physics, formalized about 2000 years later. Thus, it is obviously
possible to have practical understanding of pulley systems without understanding the physics
principles that underlie their operation.

Different levels of understanding of machines have previously been studied as expert
novice differences. Studies of novice understanding of machines suggests that as a result
of everyday experience with machines. people develop intuitive physical laws which are
typically qualitative. situation-specific. and involve misconceptions (Clement. 1983: diSessa.
1983: White, 1983). They can be contrasted with the laws of physics, known by experts.
which are quantitative and are consistent in explaining a wide range of physical phenomena.
A special case of an expert-novice difference is provided by the contrast between children of
different ages. In studying the development of children's understanding of the balance
beam. Siegler f1978) found that very young children make errors by failing to take some
important attribute of the machine into consideration, while somewhat older children take all
relevant attributes into account but are unable to combine information about two relevant
attributes. The types of cognitive differences that separate experts from novices, and older
children from younger children. may represent a systematic progression of mental models
that characterize individual differences in mechanical ability.

The Experimental Task. We studied individual differences in the type of task used in
psychometric tests of mechanical ability. The early psychometric tests that were designed
to measure mechanical ability were performance tests in which the subjects had to
manipulate real. three dimensional objects (Cox. 19281. However. it was later discovered
that the actual physical manipulation of an object was not essential to the validity of the

test (Stenquist. 1922: Smith. 1964). Paper-and-pencil tests of mechanical ability have been
found to be comparably predictive of performance in a number of technical fields such as
machine assembly, mechanical repair, electrical work and vehicle operation (Bennett. 1969:
Ghiselli. 1955: Vernon & Parry. 19491. It is such paper-and-pencil tests that we analyze in

the current research. Our approach has been to anaiyze performance on items like those in
the psychometric test itself, on the assumption that the processes that are sources of
individual differences in test performance are also sources of individual differences in
mechanical ability in the real world.

The research takes as its starting point the Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test
(flrnnptt. 19691. one of the most widely-used teqtq of nichanical abilitv frlehtoldt. 10721.

- According to the manual for this test. its ohiective is to "measure the ahilitv to por,ivs.

and understand the relationship of physical forces and mechanical elements in pratir';ll
situations." The Bennett items require qualitative rather than quantitative reasoning. ow'h
as being able to compare two depicted mechanical systems in terms of the rplative nuio ont
of input force they require to achieve their mechanical function, rather than being able to
compute a precise value for the mechanical advantage of a particular system.

Although the Bennett test itself contains items pertaining to man' aspects of
mechanics (such as fluid and thermal dynamics, levers, gears. and pulleys). our experiments
focused exclusively on pulley problems. The focus on pulleys permitted us to construct a
large number of pulley problems that systematically varied the number and type of

I%
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attributes that distinguished the two systems depicted in each problem. Pulleys are
prototypical of machines. containing a set of physically interacting components that allow a
user to multiply force at the expense of distance. And the Bennett type of pulley
problems were at an appropriate difficulty level for our subjects. allowing measurement of a
range of individual differences in performance. In a pilot study. the mean proportion of
pulley problems solved correctly (.62) was lower and the variance greater (S.D. = .26) than
problems involving other simple machines, such as levers and gears. Restricting the
experiments to pulley problems does not compromise the generality of the research. since
previous analyses of the Bennett test (Cronbach. 1984) and our own pilot study have shown
that separate scores for different types of items are highly correlated. Thus our
examination of the mechanical ability that deals with pulleys should apply to reasoning
about other types of mechanical systems.

A pulley problem of the type used in the Bennett test and in our study is shown in
Figlre 1. In this problem. the subject is asked to decide which of two pulley systems will
require more force to lift a weight. The test instructions state that the pulleys in the
systems are weightless and frictionless. To understand the problem. a subject must know
how the forces balance in the two depicted pulley systems. If the system is in equilibrium.
the force is equal throughout the rope, and the sum of the upward forces at any point in
the system is equal to the sum of the downward forces. If the person using pulley system
B exerts a unit force on the pull rope, there will be a force equal to two units acting on
the weight because there are two rope strands pulling up on tile weignt. one on either side

* of the movable pulley. We will refer to the amount of force required to lift a weight with
a pulley system as the effort. The ratio of the weight to be lifted to the effort is the
mechanical advantage of the pulley system. Thus system B has a mechanical advantage of
two. For example. the person could support a 20 lb weight by exerting a force of 10 lbs
on the rope. In the case of pulley system A. if the person exerts a unit force on tile pull
rope. there will be two unit forces supporzing the upper movable pulley. The force on the
lower rope will be twice the value of the input force and there are two strands of this rope
pulling up on the weight, so there will be a total of four unit forces pulling up on the
weight and the person could support a 0 lb weight by exerting a force of 5 lbs on the
rope. System A has a mechanical advantage of four. Pulley system B therefore has less
mechanical advantage than pulley system A and so the person has to puil with more force
when using pulley system B.

Insert Figure 1 about here.

* People can sometimes successfully solve the problems in o,,r study by comparing the
depicted pulley systems on the basis of a number of visible attributes such as the nimiber
of load-bearing ropes and the number of pulleys. Such rttrihite- covarv with nio-hqi,':l
advantage in the sense that pulley systems with higher val,,ps on th,,o ;tt?,,,,, f,,tI'),
have greater mechanical advantage. A particularly good indicator of mechanical ;,dvanft-,
is the number of load-bearing ropes. which refers to the number of rope strands in the

* pulley system. not including the pull rope. The number of load-Iearing ropes is eqwiql hi
the mechanical advantage of most of the pulley systems depicted in our problems. Other
attributes are less correlated with mechanical advantage. For example. pulley systems with
more movable pulleys have a greater mechanical advantage, but knowing the number of
movable pulleys without knowing their configuration does not allow one to compute a value
for the mechanical advantage. To derive the mechanical advantage of the pulley system
from the number of movable pulleys. a person has to know the relevant formula. which in
turn depends on the configuration of pulleys in the system. We will refer to attributes
that covary with mechanical advantage as relevant attributes.

0A



Figure 1: A typical Pulley problem.

A

With which pulley system
does the man have to pull
with more force to lift
the weight?

A
B
If no difference,
mark C.
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Most of the items in the Bennett test depict two systems that differ on a single
attribute: a subject must determine the relationship between that attribute and the effort
required to lift the weight. We developed for this study an extended set of pulley
problems in which the two depicted systems varied in one or more attributes that were
relevant or irrelevant to the system's mechanical function. The problems were designed to
examine a number of cognitive processes that were expected to contribute to mechanical
ability. For example. problems in which more than one attribute varied between the
depicted systems allowed us to measure how subjects combined information from different
attributes. Similarly. problems in which both relevant and irrelevant attributes varied
allowed us to determine if subjects could distinguish which attributes are relevant to the
system's mechanical function. Some of the items in our study. unlike the Bennett items.
required quantitative reasoning.

Experiment 1

Method

Problems. We analyze performance on 17 pulley system problems. including some
items from the Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test (Bennett. 19691 and other similar
items that were constructed especially for this study. All of the items were multiple choice.
requiring a selection among three response alternatives. Each problem depicted two pulley
systems lifting a weight and asked which pulley system required more force to lift the
weight.

The two depicted pulley systems differed on one or more of the following dimensions:
mechanical advantage, weight to be lifted, height (rope lengthl. and pulley size. Pulley
systems that differed in mechanical advantage also differed on some subset of the
attributes, such as the number of load-bearing ropes and the number of pulleys. that are
correlated with mechanical advantage.

V. Three types of problems were constructed. These three types of problems differed in
the kinds of attributes that distinguished the two systems depicted in the problem. In one
type of problem. the two depicted systems differed only on attributes irrelevant to the
mechanical advantage of a pulley system (height or pulley size). In the second type of
problem the two depicted pulley systems differed in mechanical advantage, while the weights
they were lifting were equal. In the third type of problem, both the mechanical advantage
and the weights were different for the two depicted systems. The three problem types are
categorized in Table 1, which lists for each problem type the attributes varied, the number

[* of problems presented. and the ability demonstrated by correct solution of the problems.

Insert Tahle 1 ahout hor'e.

in the first set of problems. examples of which are shown in Figure 2. tho ropi'f,,d
systems differed only on irrelevant attributes, namely the size of the pulleys or tile hu.'ifit
of the system. Both the mechanical advantage of the systems and the weights to be lifted
were equal. Therefore the effort required to lift the weights in the two cases was equal.
These problems allowed us to determine whether a subject could differentiate relevant from
irrelevant attributes of pulley systems.

I
4 m-
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Table 1: Categorization of the Problems in Experiment 1

Attributes Varied NumL 'r of Ability Demonstrated
Problems

Irrelevant Attributes.

Size of Pulleys 4 Differentiate relevant from irrelevant attributes.

Height 3 Differentiate relevant from irrelevant attributes.

Mechanical Advantage.

All relevant attributes

give correct answer 3 Identify relevant attributes.

Relevant attributes give

different answers 3 Prefer attributes more highly correlated with

mechanical advantage.

.. Mechanical Advantage and

4Weight Compute ratio of weight to mechanical

advantage.

9.
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Insert Figure 2 ahout here.

In the second type of problem. the two depicted systems had different mechanical
advantage while the weights they were lifting were equal. These problems ran be further
decomposed into two sub-types. In some of these problems. such as example 3 in Fiture
3. the system requiring less effort could be chosen on the basis of some attribute that is
correlated with mechanical advantage, such as the number of movable pulleys, the number
of ceiling attachments. or the total number of pulleys. These problems allowed us to
determine if a subject could choose the correct pulley system on the basis of some relevant
attribute. In the other subtype of problems. rules based on different relevant attributes led
to different answers to the question. These problems allowed us to identify the attributes
of pulley systems that subjects used to make inferences about the relative advantage of
different systems, and thus tested whether subjects could differentiate attributes that are
highly correlated with mechanical advantage of a system from attr:butes that are :ess
correlated with mechanical advantage. For instance, in example 4 in Figure 3. a subject
who based her answer on the number of pulleys would answer "no difference". while a
subject who based her answer on the number of load-bearing ropes would correctly answer
that system A requires more effort. Only those subjects who based their judgments on a
comparison of the number of load-bearing ropes. or who computed the mechanical advantage
by analyzing the balance of forces in the system, would correctly solve all of the problems
of this type correctly.

,I

Insert Figure 3 about here.

The third set of problems depicted two pulley systems with different mechanical
advantage which were being used to lift different weights Isee example 5 in Figure :3.
These problems tested whether subjects could quantify the mechanical advantage ot a pulley
system. and whether they knew the correct form of the relation between weight. m,ichanical
advantage and effort. To solve these problems correctlv, a subject had to quantify the
mechanical advantage of a pulley system and compute the ratio of the weight to the
mechanical advantage. The problems in this third set are unlike the items in the Bennett
Test. that examine only qualitative knowledge.

Subjects. 1, . subjects were 43 undergraduate students. 27 students at Carnegie
Mellon University and 16 students at the Communitv College of Allegheny Countv. To
ensure a wide range in performance. we included in the sample both students who had
taken two or more courses in pilysics at collegze level 1141 and students who had takon no
coiJege level physics courses 129L

Procedure. Thirty-eight subjects were administered the test in a group sptting, wNhile
five other subjects were tested individually and gave verbal protorols while they solved the
problems. Two of the five protocol subjects had taken rollege level phvsirs.

For the purposes of comparing different levels (f ability, the subiects were assigned to
one of two groups, a high-csorin,T group and a yoi-coring riitp on the basis of their
overall scores. .\ discontinuity in the distrihiitioi of ;crYr defined the boundary between
the high and low ability qubjects. Twentv seven sulects 125 noin-pirit,,c'l subiects and 2
protocol subjectsi solved 1 i) or fewer prohlems c(rrectlv w hile 15 of the remaining subjects
112 non-protocol subie'ts and 3 protocol suhieut" s wred ru(ire than 12 )f the problems

f6 .>° -



Figure 2: Examples of problems in which the depicted puiley systems differ

on irrelevant dimens-ons

I

'S..

Lxanlpi 1

! e he Inan ho-r
~~\V'irh which liiii" SX',"tpm

" :th mnore forcep c
h11.e weight-

If n1o differernce.

mark C.

Example 2:

t man have t
0 with more force to !I,*"

:the weight'

-~ A

~ABIf no difference,

____ mark C.
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Figure 3: Examples of problems in which the depicted systems have different
mechanical advantage.

Example 3:

With which pulley system

does the man have to pull

with more force to lift

the weight?

A
B
If no difference.

* mark C.

B

Example 4:

With which pulley system
does the man have to pull

with more force to lift

the weight?

A
B
If no difference.

mark C.

Example 5:

With which pulley system

does the man have to pull

with more force to lift

the weight?

A
B
If no difference.

mark C.

50* j0

i ~ ~ ~ -... -,~
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correctly. The remaining subject, who solved 1 1 of the problems correctly, was assigned to
the high-scoring group. The high-scoring group therefore consisted of the top third of the
distribution. Tile classification of subjects thus defined was correlated with formal study of
physics. Eleven of the thirteen subjects in the high-scoring group had studied college-level
physics. Only one of the twenty five subjects in the low-scoring group had studied college-
level physics.

Results

We analyzed the data of the 5 subjects who gave verbal protocols separately from the
data of the 38 subjects who performed the test in a group setting. The protocols suggested
a general account of how subjects solved the test items, which was supported by the group
data. The group data also suggested sources of individual differences. We will first consider
some solution processes that were general to all subjects. and later focus on the sources of
individual differences.

Protocol Analysis. An analysis of the subjects' verbal protocols suggested the following
general account of how they solved the test items. The subjects decided which of the two
depicted pulley systems' distinguishing attributes isuch as the number of pulleysl are
relevant to reducing the effort required to lift the weight. They then compared the two
systems using rules that relate these attributes to the amount of effort required,

In a typical protocol of a subject solving one of the problems. the subject noted one
or more attributes on which the two depicted pulley systems differed. suggested an answer
to the problem, and supported his answer with a reason. The attributes that a subject
noted were usually attributes of pulley systems that he considered to be causally related to
reducing the effort. although subjects occasionally noted a difference in an attribute and
stated that it was irrelevant. The reasons that subjects gave for their responses indicated
the nature of the relation (which we will call a rule) that they thought existed between an
attribute and the effort required. A rule could state that a higher value of some attribute
implies a greater effort or that a lower value of the attribute implies a greater effort. For
example a subject might think that a system with more pulleys requires a greater effort to
lift a weight. or that a system with fewer pulleys requires a greater effort.

We analyzed protocols of 5 subjects solving 17 problems - a total of 85 problem
solving episodes. In 73 of these episodes the rule that the subject used could be inferred
from the reason that he gave for his answer. In another 6 episodes. the reason given bv
the subject was ambiguous, and the rule that he used to generatc. his answer was inferred

* from the attributes that he noted as relevant, from the rules based on these attributes that
he articulated in solving other problems. and from the answer that he gave to the problem.
Thp rpmaining protocols were uncorahle eithPr heause the quhiect's response was too
vague or because the subject did not understand the depiction of the pulley swstem
presented in the problem.

' The repertoire of rules used by the subjects thus inferred from thp five vorhal
protocols, is presented in Table 2. The rules all pertain to attributes of the visible
components of the systems - either their number. size. or attachments to other couurmelt .
Most of the rules were based on relevant attributes. Three of the protocol subiects thought

-, .. that the effort required to lift a weight with a pulley zvstem was affected by all attribute
* . that is actually totally irrelevant Isize of the pulleys or height of the svstem.

4,
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Insert Table 2 about here.

Some rules were articulated by more subjects than other rules. as shown in Table 2.
For example. all five protocol subjects used the rule that a system lifting a lighter weight
requires less effort. Four out of the five subjects used the rule that a system with more
pulleys requires less effort. The fifth subject considered weight to be the only relevant
attribute in all cases. Other rules were more idiosyncratic: for example, two of the five
subjects based some answers on the number of rope-to-ceiling attachments in the pulley
systems. while the other three subjects ignored this attribute of the pulley systems.

The protocol subjects used a wide variety of rules in solving the problems in which
both mechanical advantage and weight were varied. In solving these problems. two subjects
used rules based on the ratio between the weight to be lifted and some attribute of the
system. Their rules had the correct form. because the effort is the ratio of the weight to
the mechanical advantage of the system. However the ratios that these two subjects
computed were incorrect because they were based on relevant attributes ithe number of
pulleys and the number of rope-to-ceiling attachments) that are not perfectly correlated with
the mechanical advantage of a pulley system. A third subject thought that system
attributes could always compensate for differences in the weight to be lifted, and therefore
stated that there was no difference in the effort required for the pairs of pulley systems
depicted. The other two subjects based their responses on rules involving either weight or
a single attribute of the systems.

In those cases in which one applicable rule dictated one answer and another rule
dictated another answer, we were able to infer a subject's preference ordering among his
rules from the answer that was ultimately given. Such conflicts arose because many of the
rules that the subjects used involve only one attribute, and some of the problems depicted
two systems that differ with respect to more than one attribute that subjects considered
relevant. In example 4 in Figure 3. a conflict might arise between the rule that a system
with fewer ceiling attachments requires more effort. which would produce answer B. and the
rule that a system with fewer pulleys requires more effort, which would produce answer
C. A subject with a preference for an answer based on the number of ceiling attachments
would answer B to this problem.

The preference ordering among rules implies that even if a subject knows a given
rule. the rule will not be used to generate the final answer given unless it is the most

* preferred in a particular situation. For example. even though three of the subjects "knew"
the more correct rule that a system with more load-bearing ropes requires less effort, each
of these subjects applied this rule on only one problem, becaose for these -mmbiprf. flip

- preference for this rule was weaker than for ruiles based on othor stfrihutpq. mvih :Iq ih,

number of pulleys or the number of rope to ceiling attachments. Another exmimpi' ol a
rule preference was some subjects' tendency to prefer rules that indicated a difference
between the two depicted systems. as opposed to rules that evaluate the two systems as

" being the same. For example. the rule that a system with more pulleys requires less effort
entails the rule that two systems with the same number of pulleys require the same effort.
However the former rule was preferred to the latter. which was rarely mentioned.

Comparison of Problem Types. ('omparison of performance on different types of
problems of the 38 subjects who solved the problems in a group setting supports the view
that subjects apply multiple rules to solving the pulley problems. Given that several
different rules are usually applicable in a problem. if subjects are using multiple rules, then

p.
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Table 2: Rules used by the Protocol Subjects in Experiment 1

'4

Rule Number of Subjects who used the Rule.

A system with ... requires less force:

less weight 5

more pulleys 4

more load-bearing ropes (tensions) 3

more attachments to the ceiling 3

more free pulleys 2

larger pulleys 2

more fixed pulleys 1
O

less weight per pulley 1

less weight per attachment 1

less height

mixed pulley sizes 1

'4.4.

,.-
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performance should be better in those problems in which the different applicable rules
converge on the correct answer. This prediction was confirmed. The three problems in
which the applicable rules converged on the correct answer had a significantly higher
proportion of correct responses than the three problems in which some of the rules
conflicted .51). as indicated by a t-test for matched pairs (t37) = 2.11. p < .05). The
lower proportion of correct responses in problems where rules conflicted indicated that some
erroneous responses were generated when subjects preferred a rule based on a relevant
attribute that is imperfectly correlated with mechanical advantage.

Comparison of performance on different types of problems also suggests that subjects
had particular difficulty with problems that required the quantitative combination of
attributes. The four problems that required quantitative understanding of pulley systems
(i.e.. ratios) produced a lower proportion of correct responses (.43) than the six problems
requiring only qualitative knowledge (.58). t137) = 3.04, p <.0011.

In summary, subjects answered the test items by choosing the response alternative
dictated by the most preferred rule that was applicable in that item. The rules pertained to
visible attributes of the pulley systems and could be either irrelevant or relevan* to the
systems' mechanical function. Rules based on attributes that were less correlated with
mechanical advantage were often preferred to rules based on attributes that were more
correlated. Problems in which different rules led to different answers produced more errors
than problems in which different rules converged on the correct answer.

Individual Differences. The response patterns of most of the 38 subjects who solved
the problems in a group setting could be classified as consistent with the rules observed in
the protocols. That is. most of the 38 subjects chose answers as though they were using
some subset of the rules manifested in the protocols. These response patterns provided
information on the sources of individual differences in mechanical ability.

Three abilities accounted for individual differences in different subsets of problems in
the test. These were 41) ability to discriminate relevant from irrelevant attributes. 12)
consistency of rule use and (31 ability to quantitatively combine information about two
attributes within a single rule. We will discuss each of these abilities in turn.

High-scoring subjects were better able to discriminate relevant from irrelevant
attributes of pulley systems. In problems in which the irrelevant attributes of height and
pulley size were varied, the majority of high-scoring subjects correctly identified these
attributes as irrelevant (see Table 3). This was reflected in the answers that they chose.
High-scoring subjects chose a significantly higher proportion of correct responses (90) than
did low-scoring subjects (.44) in the three problems that varied the height of the system, as
indicated by a two-sample t-test t)33) = 4.51. 1 <.001K) Similar results were found in the
case of the four problems that varied pulley ;izp. where .98 of high--cnrin qohiectq"
responses and .35 of low-scoring subjects' responses were correct t(27) = 8.29. 1) <.001).
The majority of those subjects who considered height or pulley size to be relevant were
consistent in the rule that they used, so it was possible to classify the responses of almost
all subjects to these problems as rule governed (see Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here.

The responses of high-scoring subjects on problems that varied mechanical advantage
were both more likely to be consistent with one of the rules identified in the protocols and
more likely to be correct. If consistency is defined as having at least five out of six

i~



Table 3: Classification of Responses to Problems in which the depicted Pulley
Systems differ on Irrelevant Attributes.

Rule Number of Subjects who used the Rule.

High-scoring Low-scoring

(1) Height of system varied.

Height is irrelevant 11 (85% 10 (40%1

A system with ... requires less effort

less height 0 10%) 7 f28%)

more height 1 (8% 6 (24%)

Total Classified: 12 92%) 23 (92%)

*p (2) Size of pulleys varied.

Pulley size is irrelevant 13(100%) 7 (28%'I

A system with ... requires less effort

larger pulleys 0 (0%? 8 132%?

smaller pulleys 0 10% 3 (12%)

Total Classified: 131100%) 18 172%)

I%-

0,
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responses that are consistent with some rule. twelve of tile thirteen high-scoring subjects
responded consistently with one of the rules (see Table 41. In contrast low-scoring suhiects
were less consistent in their use of rules, Even if consistency is defined more leniently, as
having four of their six responses consistent with a rule. only eleven of the twenty-five low-
scoring subjects could be called consistent. Thus. low-scoring subjects are either less
consistent in their application of rules to a given problem or less consistent in their
resolution of conflicts between different rules. The answers of high-scoring subjects were
not only more consistent with each other, but were also more consistent with correct rules.
Consequently. high-scoring subjects answered a significantly higher proportion (.77) of these
six problems correctly than did low-scoring subjects 1.47). t3) = 4.48. p<.001).
Consistency of rule use is difficult to assess in the absence of verbal protocols. so one of
the purposes of Experiment 2 was to provide protocols from a larger number of subjects.

Insert Table 4 about here.

High-scoring subjects were also more likely to demonstrate quantitative understanding
of pulley systems than were low-scoring subjects. as shown in Table 4. In problems
involving both mechanical advantage and weight differences, the responses of ten of the
twelve high-scoring subjects were consistent with rules expressing a ratio of tile weight to
some attribute of the system, such as weight per load-bearing strand. attachment. or pulley.

4 As observed in the protocols. it is likely that these ratios were sometimes based on
incorrect indices of mechanical advantage, such as the number of ceiling attachments or
pulleys. The low-scoring subjects, on the other hand. were more likely to base their
comparisons of the systems either on weight or on a single attribute of the svstem, but
typically did not combine the consideration of weight and the system attribute into a single
rule. The most common rule used by these subjects was that more effort is required to lift
a heavier weight. High-scoring subiects answered a much higher proportion .132) of these
four problems correctly than did low-scoring subjects 1.33) (t36) = 4.0:3. p<.001.

Relation of Specific Abilities to Total Performance. The response patterns indicated
*' that high-scoring subjects are better able to identify the attributes relevant to the operation

of a pulley system, that they are more consistent in their use of rules, and that they are
more likely to use rules that indicate a quantitative understanding of pulley systems. Not
only do these three abilities have significant effects on performance. but they are also
similarly related to the total scores, as assessed hY the following procedure. Each subiect
was given a score of 1 or 0 corresponding to each of the three abilities. A score of 1.
based on the response pattern on the relevant problems, indicated that the subject had the
ability in question, while a score of 0) indicated that the subiect did not have this ability.
Each ability score had a correlation with the overall score that lay between 49 and 51
Thuw tHi three abilities arp of approximatelv rfmparable imiwrtnirop in prdictillt .n
individual's performance. Together the three abilities arrouoitod for ,I I 1
among the total scores.

Discussion

The results of Experiment I suggested a characterization of the processes used to

solve the items in a test of mechanical ability. Acording to this characterization.
individuals decide which attributes of pulley s stemns are relevant to reducing the effort
required to lift a weight: they compare the depicted ptilleY svstemlis by applying rules that
relate these attributes to the effort that must he exerted. When several different rules are
applicable in a given situation. preferences among the,e rules deternine which rule is used



Table 4: Classification of Responses to Problems in which the Pulley Systems
have different Mechanical Advantage.

Rule Number of Subjects who used the Rule.

High-scoring Low-scoring

11) Systems which differ on M.A.

A system with ... requires less force:

more load-bearing ropes.

or less weight per load-bearing strand 7 (54%) 7 (28 1

more pulleys, or less weight per pulley 3 (23%) 3 (12%1

more attachments, or less weight

per P-lachment. or more movable pulleys 2 115%) 1 (4%)

Total Classified: 12 (92%) 11 (441r)

12) Systems which differ on M.A. and Weight.

A system with ... requires less force:

less weight per load-bearing rope 5 (38%) 0 (10)

less weight per attachment 3 (23%) 3 (137)

less weight per pulley 2 (15%) 2 (8%)

less weight 1 (8%) 8 (32%)

more ropes 1 (8%1 2 f8%)

more attachments. or more movable pulleys 0 (01" 2 IR I

Total Classified: 12 V92,1) 17 .

4

Pm6:VxA. I I
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to generate an answer to the problem.

The experiment also provided information on the sources of differences hetween
individuals in performance on tests of mechanical ability. The response patterns indicated
that high-scoring subjects are better able to correctly identify the attributes relevant to the
operation of a pulley system, that they are more consistent in their use of rules, and that

-. they are more likely to use rules that indicate a quantitative understanding of pulley
systems.

A Model of Performance.

In order to specify mechanisms that can underlie performance on the problems and
that can account for the individual differences identified in Experiment 1. we developed a

- simulation model. The model simulates the performance of one high-scoring and one low-
scoring protocol subject from in Experiment 1. It simulates the response choices that the
subjects gave to the problems in Experiment 1. as well as stating the rationale for each
choice.

The simulation model is written in the Soar production system language (Laird.
Newell. and Rosenbloom. in press). As in other production systems. Soar's procedural
knowledge is contained in productions. some of which, in this case. are intended to
correspond to the rules subjects use in solving the pulley problems. One property of Soar

- that makes it particularly suitable for modeling performance in the pulley problems is its
built-in ability to manipulate goals. Soar's processing is driven by a top-level goal in a
problem space. as well as by sub-goals that Soar itself formulates as necessary to fulfill a
higher level goal. The top-level goal in the pulley problems is to find out which one of the
two depicted pulley systems requires more effort to lift its weight. Soar uses several
heur>.itic methods to generate a subgoal when a current goal cannot be satisfied directlv.
Another property of Soar. useful in this domain, is that when more than one of several
rules (productions) are applicable in a given situation. Soar can choose among them on tile
basis of a preference ordering. In our model, this preference ordering is intended to
correspond to the rule preferences exhibited by the human subjects.

Problem Representation. The model operates on a problem description for each of the
17 problems in Experiment 1. Each problem description contains all the information that
is directly available to a human subject through visual inspection. However, not all of the
information in the problem description is necessarily used by the model or by the subject it

.o "simulates.

* The format of a problem description is a structured description list that ronqists of
identifiers and lists of attributes and values. There are four types of attributes: properties.

%j. relations, comparisons, and questions. The simplest type of attiibte is a proper- of a
% pulley system or component of a pulley system, such as the nunihr ,f pll,,vs I n 'v'it,,r

or the height of a system. The second type of attribute is a relation between two rrhjertCI.
'-J A relation names a source object and a related object. states the type of relation it is. niodl

contains a value for the relation. For example. a relation might state that a pnrti,,il;,r
pulley is fixed to the ceiling. The third type of attribute, a comparison, compares two
properties or two relations. For example. a comparison might state that the height of
pulley system A is greater than the height of pulley system B. The fourth type oif
ttribute. a question. contains an attribute with a missing value and states that the value

should be obtained. The requirement in each item of the test. namely to compare the
relative efforts required to lift the weights with the two depicted pulley systems. is
represented as a question about the comparison of the effort attribute.

S1
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Production Rules. The simulation model uses a set of productions that can be divided
into two subsets. one subset common to all subjects. and a second subset unique to the
individual whose solutions were simulated. Tile common productions constitute a conventional
production system model of problem-solving, with many of the conventional probleml-solving
mechanisms provided by Soar itself. The common productions control the operators that
seek information about the problem and the operators that generate answers to tile question
posed, express the reasons for producing these answers, and stop the processing when the

, final answer has been selected.

The subject-specific productions determine what information a particular individual
seeks and how he reasons from that information to generate an answer to the problem.
These productions reflect the rules that the subject possesses relating attributes of pulley
systems to their function (reducing the effort required to lift a weight). The conditions of
these productions specify the situations in which each rule can be applied. The conditions
of application of a rule can include values of properties. relations. or comparisons. For
example, the production that determines that information about the number of pulleys in
the two systems should be sought might be evoked when the values for the two effort
attributes are missing and the weight is the same for the two pulley systems.

The model can evoke one of two types of operators. elaboration operators and
hypothesis operators. When a value in a question is missing, elaboration operators look for
information in the problem statement that might be relevant to answering the question. For

0 example. if the question asks for a comparison of the effort attributes of two systems, an
elaboration operator might look for the values of the weights to be lifted by the two
systems. Hypothesis operators suggest values for attributes that are sought by elaboration
operators and use these values to suggest tentative answers to the problem (we will use the
term "suggestion" to refer to a tentative answer). A suggested answer can state that a
higher value of the attribute implies a greater effort or that a lower value of the attribute
implies a greater effort. Each suggested answer is accompanied with a reason for this
answer. For example. a hypothesis operator may suggest pulley system A requires a
greater effort than system B because the weight that system A is lifting is heavier. The
alternation between operators that elaborate the current knowledge state and those that act
in light of the elaboration is a part of the Soar architecture.

The productions choose among elaboration and hypothesis operators on the basis of
preferences. expressed in Soar as special data elements. A preference might favor an
answer supported by a particular reason. For example a preference might favor an answer
based on the amount of weight to be lifted by a system over an answer based on tie
number of pulleys in a system. Alternatively, a preference might express a bias for a

[ particular response. For example. a preference might favor a hypothesis operator stating
that the efforts required to lift the loads of the two pulley systems are different over an
operator stating that the efforts are the same.

The model proceeds from the problem description and qpesinn to its i~finint
response by evoking a sequence of operators that derive information from th prAlhoim
description and suggest answers on the basis of the obtained information i1-,,,, U.
When the question is first interpreted, an elaboration operator is evoked to seek the
information that the question interrogates. The question I"With which pulley system does
the man have to pull with more force to lift the weight?") initiates a comparison of the
effort attributes of the two pulley systems, Because there is no information available that
allows this comparison to be made directly. additional elaboration operators are evoked to
seek additional information that might be relevant to the answer. For example. information
about the number of pulleys or ceiling attachments in the two pulley systems might be
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sought at this point. In addition, if the person being modeled has sufficient knowledge to
calculate the efforts required by the two pulley systems, a subgoal to calculate the efforts is
generated. IThe dotted lines in Figure 4 indicate components of the model that are present
for subjects with this knowledgel. Hypothesis operators use the information obtained bv
elaboration operators to suggest answers to the question. If no answer is suggested. the
model chooses randomly among the possible answers. If only one answer is suggested. it
becomes the response of the model for that problem. If more than one answer is suggested.
a subgoal is created to resolve the tie. To satisfy the subgoal of resolving the tie. one
hypothesis operator may be selected over another as a result of a preference. Otherwise. a
random choice is made among the operators.

A worked out example helps to illustrate hc,w the model operates. Say that the
model was simulating performance on problem example 4 in Figire 3 by a subject with the
rules "a system with more pulleys requires less force" and "a system with more
attachments to the ceiling requires less force". The model would first evoke an elaboration
operator to compare the efforts required to lift the weight with the two pulley systems.
When this information was not found directly in the problem, a subgoal would be created to
find information relevant to comparing the efforts, and at this stage elaboration operators
would be successful in finding comparisons of the number of pulleys and the number of
ceiling attachments in the problem statement. Hypothesis operators would then produce two
suggested answers to the problem. one stating the two pulley systems require the same
effort because they have the same number of pulleys, and another stating that pulley
system A requires less effort because it has more pulleys. At this stage a preference. say
for the answer based on the number of pulleys, might resolve the conflict between the two
suggested answers. The elaboration operator to compare the efforts of the two systems
would be successful in finding a comparison Ii.e. that the two pulley systems require the
same effort) and this would become the answer of the model for that problem.

Insert Figure 4 about here.

Modeling individual differences in performance.

The model simulates the performance of individual subjects on the 17 pulley problems
included in Experiment 1. In this section. the simulation of one high-scoring subject and
one low-scoring subject will be contrasted.

The three sources of individual difference-, oherved in E'periment I are modeled in
* the simulation in the following ways. To account for the differences among subjects in

what they consider to be relevant, the model for a given subject relates the effort required
in the case of a particular pulley system to precisely those attributes of the sYtPm that
the subject considers relevant. That is. the attributes thnt werP cnnqidnrl r, lilt %,,,o ill
the conditions of the productions embodying the mechanical rules. To account hm the
differences among subjects in how consistently they use rules, the model varies or eopq
constant its preferences among hypothesis operators across the different prollems. If there
is a preference for one hypothesis operator over all other hypothesis operators in a
situation. the model will always choose the answer and the reason given bv that operator in
any similar situation. If there is no preference among operators. then the model ,'hsp,
randomly among applicable operators, producing the same type of inconsistent behavior as
observed for low-scoring subjects in Experiment 1. Finally. to account for the difterences
among subjects in their ability to quantitatively combine information from two relevant
attributes, the model can either contain or not contain productions that suggest values for
the effort based on a ratio of the weight of the system to some other relevant attribute.

I



Figure 4: Flow of control of the simulation model through a problem.
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Model of a High-scoring Subject. he simulation mode! was intended not oniV to make
the same pattern of responses as the human subjects. but also to base its answers on the
same reasons. and to state those reasons.. As a result. in choosing which subjects to
simulate. we chose from among the five protocol subjects. The high-scoring subject that
was chosen provided particularly clear explanations of his answers. Unfortunately his score.
12 correct out of 17. was not as high as we would have liked for a "high-scorinlg" subject.
and was only marginally better than the performance of the low-scoring subject that ve

simulated 1who solved 10 of the 17 problems correctlvI. However. two of his errors seemed
attributable to encoding errors, in which he incorrectly counted the number of pulleys in a
system Without these superficial errors. the subject would probably have answered 14 out
of the 17 problems correctly. We simulated the incorrect encoding by giving the simulation
for this subject the same incorrect values for the number of pulleys in these problems as
were encoded by the subject.

The simulation was given productions expressing the rules and preferences that we
inferred from the high-scoring subject's protocol and in 16 out of the 17 problems, the
model provided both the same response and the same explanation of the response as the
subject. For example, in solving the pulley problem shown in Figure 1. which asks which
of two pulley systems requires more force to lift the same weight. the high-scoring subject
gave the following explanation for his answer:

It would be the second man because he has one less pulley helping him.
and the more pulleys you have. the easier it is to lift something. So
I'll say B."

The simulation also answered B for this problem and gave the reason that pulley system A
has more pulleys than 13. In the single instonce in which the simulation rep)ndled
differently from tile subject, the subject made a one time application of a rule that was not

- accommodated by the simulation. The high-scoring subject was otherwise very consistent in
the application of a small set of rules.

%,, Table 5 summarizes the rules required to simulate the higrh-scoring subject's solutions.
The first set of rules la. b. and c) is concerned with elaboration operators that attempt to
obtain information about the effort or about attributes relevant to the effort. The operator
for finding out about the efforts directly Ila) is included in the model because the subject
being simulated did occasionally calculate the efforts Ialbeit incorrectly). The operators for
finding out about the number of pulleys, load-bearing ropes, and weights Ilbl). generate the
information that provides the basis for reasoning about the relative efforts. Also included
are operators for finding out about irrelevant attributes. namely the sizes of pulleys.

distances between pulleys, and heights of the pulley systems 11c). These elaboration
operators are included because the subiect noticed differences in these attributes hut did not
rplats- tile diffprenres to the effort. Similarly. the niodpl 1lotic thosp differonpce b,,t
subsequently no hypothesis operators make suggestions on the basis of these attributes.

Insert Table 5 about here.

Rules that make suggestions Irules 3a. b. and c in Table 51 generate a tentative
answer (hypothesis operatorl to each problem oi the basis of comparisons of the number ot
pulleys. the weights. or the number of load-bearing ropes. The answers that the subject
gave suggest that he considers the effort required to lift a weight with a particular system
to decrease with the number of pulleys and load-bearing ropes, and increase with the

10 %



- Table 5 Summary of rules required to simulate the
High-Scoring Subjects Solutions.

. Rules for evoking elaboration operators to seek information or notice differences
19 productions).

- a. Evoke operators that calculate the effort required to lift the load with each
pulley system.

b. Evoke comparisons of .ttributes that permit suggestions about the effort
comparison.

i. Comparison of number of pulleys.

ii. Comparison of number of load-bearing ropes.

iii. Comparison of weights.

c. Evoke operators for differences that are noticed but are ultimately
considered irrelevant.

i. Comparison of the size of corresponding pulleys.

ii. Comparison of the distances between corresponding pairs of pulley s.

- iii. Comparison of the distances from the effort to the first pulley i e
o the height of the pulley system).

2 Rules for sequencing elaboration operators and terminating the search for som

attributes 14 productionsi

a. Seek comparisons between pulleys and weights before calculating efforts, if
either pulleys or weights are equal, base the comparison on an unequal
attribute without calculating efforts.

b. If the efforts are calculated. terminate the search for information about ii

-€ other attributes.

3 Rules to make suggestion, Ii e hypotheqis oerator) ahw -he ,ffort rfrn;r;c)o
".5 productions).

a. The effort decreases with the number of load-hearing r,,pHs

b. The effort decreases with the number of pulleys

.c. The effort increases with the weight.
-o

e "'



Table 5 : Summary of rules required to simulate the
High-Scoring Subject's Solutions Icontinued).

4. Rules for combining suggestions (I productionl.

a. The effort of each system is calculated by dividing the weight by the
number of pulleys in the system.

5. Rules for choosing among suggestions. Ii.e. selecting tied hypothesis operators) '3
productions.

a. Prefer suggestions indicating a difference to those predicting equality.

b. Prefer weights over pulleys as a reason for an answer of no difference.
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weight, and the hypothesis operators in the model function likewise.

The high-scoring subject has a simple set of preferences that are used in ',l sing
among competing hypothesis operators or among the answers they produce. For example. lie
prefers an answer of a difference in the effort required for the two pulley systems rather
than an answer of equality. If all the operators indicate equality. he prefers an answer
based on the weights to one based on the number of pulleys. These types of preferences.
observed in the subject's responses and protocol. are directly represented as such in the
model (rules 5a and b in Table 5).

The model of the high-scoring subject contains productions that control the sequence
of search for information (rules 2a and b in Table 5). For example. the model land the
human subject) seeks information about the weight and the number of pulleys before
evoking the operator that attempts to calculate the efforts directly. This is adaptive for two

- ' reasons. First. if only the weights or only the numbers of pulleys are equal. a value for
the effort comparison can be suggested in the basis of whichever of these attributes is not
equal. and there is no need to calculate the effort. Second. if the effort does have to be
calculated, the information obtained from the earlier comparisons of weights or pulleys can
be used in calculating the effort, by dividing the weight by the number of pulleys (Rule 4a
in Table 5). Once the effort values are calculated. all other elaboration operators are
terminated because a direct calculation is assumed to provide the answer. Thus. the high-
scoring subject's knowledge is organized in a way that provides an efficient search for

* information.

Model of a Low-scoring Subject. Of the three low-scoring subjects who gave protocols.
we chose to simulate the one whose protocols were clearest about tile alternative answers
and the supporting justifications that were being considered in each problem. This subject
was also relatively consistent in applying rules to solve the problems. She answered 10 ot

*the 17 problems correctly

The simulation model was given productions expressing the rules and preferences that
-- we inferred from the low-scoringr subject's p tOCO.L dld was1 IIble to nhatch the answer, , if

this subject in 16 of the 17 problems. In additi,, it matched the reasmis for her anwer.
on these problems. In 3 of the 16 matching cases, either the sinmulation or the suhiect
gave an additional answer for the question. not given by the other. For example. in solvingi
the pulley problem in Figure 1. the subject gave the following explanation for her ansler

" would say B has to pull more because there's only one
attachment [of a ropel the ceiling. so that makes it harder.

The simulation also gave the answer B to this problem, and gave as reasons that puuh1 v
system A has both more rope-to-ceiling attachments ,lnd more pmnlle's 0111 qv'to, 11 1 IW.
explanation given by the model is reasonable, because in two other problems ,) thik tpe.
the subject gave both of these reasons for her answer. In the single prohlem in whi 11 ,ho

* . simulation did not match the subject's answer, the subject gave a vamie reason fil- h,,r
answer from which it was not possible to determine what rule she was using.

The rules of the low-scoring subject's model are more comlplicated in soile s wo'me

but simpler in other respects than the rules of the high-scoring suhiect's model, Table 6;
lists some of the key productions in the model of the low-scoring subject. There are Seven
productions that evoke elaboration operators, two fewer than in the high-scoring subject's
simulation. The two productions that are absent in the low-scoring model are the ones that
try to find out directly about the effort values. Comparisons of several attributes are

S-" ,
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evoked: some are relevant attributes (weights, number of pulleys, number of rope-tn-ceiling
. attachmentsl while others are irrelevant attributes pulley size. distance between pulleysi.
•. ()ne of these attributes was not noticed in the high-scoring model. namely rope-to-ceiling

attachments

Insert Table 6 about here.

% .Just as the high-scoring subject uses the numher of pulleys to index the mechanical
advantage of a puiley system, the low-scoring subject uses rope-to-ceiling attachments as an

- indicator of a pulley svstem'q advantage, although she does not make a numerical division
to calculate effort values. That is. the low-scoring subject believes that rope-to-ceiling

-'. attachments make the ceiling bear some of the load. This rule somewhat resembles
determining the number of load-bearing ropes, and sometimes produces the correct answer.

The )ow-scoring subject does not organize the search for information Ithere are no
. rules corresponding to rules 2a and b in Table 5 describing the high-scoring simulationl: in
- the model, the sequence of elaboration operators is randomly determined by Soar.

The low-roring simulation produces more suggestions than the high-scoring simulation.

This is because the low-scoring model makes suggestions about an irrelevant attribute in
*addition to making suggestions about a number of relevant attributes. Within each pulley

svstem, the effort is hypothesized to he related to three relevant attributes (number of
pullPs. number of rope-to-ceiling attachments, and weight) and to one irrelevant attribute
,pulley sizet.

Because the low-scoring subject does not know the (orrect relations between the
attrih(ires tit a pulley system and the weight and tile effort, she must find some way to

" -produce a response by combining the suggestions generated by several individual rules. In
general. if two or more suggested answers are the same and the explanations associated
with them are different but mutually compatible. the human subject combines them into a
sinle answer Justified by the several explanations. The simulation for this subject models
this aspect of her performance. It combines suggestions both when thev are based on
similar explanations, such as the sizes of two different pairs of corresponding pulleys, and
when they are based on less similar explanations. such as numbers of pulleys and the sizes
,of weights. If two or more suggestions produce contradictory answers, these comparisons

* c'ancel each other and the low-scoring simulation gives an answer of equality.

Like the high-scring simulation. the low-scoring simulation prefers an answer of a
- ifference hetween the pulley systems over an answer of equality Suggestions based on

sPver;l attrihutes are preferred to those based on a single attribute.. i )iscus<sion

The model contributes to the understandi ng of me'hani cal abilitv lv specifvinlg both
the shared mechanisms that underlie performance of all suhjec'ts, and the niecha nis c tat

account for differences in performance between subjects. It suc-essfc llv simclares thce
* performance of a high-scoring and a low-scoring" iuhject. demonstrating its ability to account

for the difference in performance among individuals.

There were some similarities between the high-scoring and the low-scoring suhject. The
same general model accounted for the performance of the two ;ubiects. This model
interpreted the question posed in a problem as requesting a comparison of the effort

*attributes of the two pulley systems depicted. It then sought information from the problem
- escription that might lead to answiers to the question. Finaly. it resolved conflicts between

6



Table 6: Summary of Rules required to simulate the
Low-Scoring Subject's Solutions,

1. Rules for evoking elaboration operators to seek information or notice differences
(7 productions).

a. Evoke comparisons of attributes that permit suggestions about the effort
comparison.

i. Comparison of number of pulleys.

ii. Comparison of number of rope to ceiling attachments.

iii. Comparison of weights.

iv. Comparison of the size of corresponding pulleys.

b. Evoke operators for differences that are noticed but are ultimately
considered irrelevant.

* i. Comparison of the distances between corresponding pairs of pulleys.

2. Rules for sequencing elaboration operators and terminating the search for some
attributes 40 productionsi.

3 Rules to make suggestions (i.e. hypothesis operators) about the effort comparison
(9 productions.

a. The effort decreases with the number of pulleys.

b. The effort decreases with the number of rope-to-ceiling attachments.

c. The effort increases with the weight.

d. The effort decreases withd the size of corresponding pulleys.

e. A system with mixed pulley sizes requires a greater effort than one with
equal pulley sizes.

.
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%Table 6: Summary of Rules required to simulate the
Low-Scoring Subject's Solutions (continuedi.

4. Rules for combining suggestions 19 productionsi.

a. If there are multiple pulleys in a system, and the suggestions about the
effort comparison based on pulley sizes have the same value, combine
them into a single suggestion.

b. If multiple suggestions have opposite predictions for the effort comparison,
they cancel each other and an equal suggestion is created.

c. Combine suggestions based on pulleys, rope-to-ceiling attachments. and
* weights if their predictions are the same. and they predict a difference.

d. Combine suggestions based on pulleys and weights if their predictions are
the same and they predict no difference.

5. Rules for choosing among suggestions (i.e. selecting tied hypothesis operators; 42
productions?.

a. Prefer suggestions indicating a difference to those predicting equality.

b. Prefer combined suggestions.

'%

0i
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suggested answers and produced an answor to the prohlem. Both of the subjects whose
performance was simulated based their answers on visible attributes of pulley systems. II
addition, both subjects had a preference for answers indi-cating a difference between the
systems depicted over answers indicating equality.

The simulations for the high-scoring and the low-scoring subjects also differed in a
number of respects. All of the answers suggested by the simulation of the high-scoring

. subject were based on relevant attributes while some of the answers suggested hv the low-
scoring simulation were based on an irrelevant attribute. The high-scoring simulation sought

* to determine the efforts required to lift the loads of the pulley systems directly arid had
the ability to calculate values for the efforts by quantitatively combining two attributes:
weight and number of pulleys. The low-scoring simulation did not attempt to determine the

- efforts directly and did not quantitatively combine attributes. Finally: the high-scoring
* simulation organized the search for information so that the efforts were calculated directlv

only when the answer could not be determined by means of a simpler comparison. The
order of search for information in the low-scoring model was random.

The models suggest what types of mechanisms might be underlying the three sources
of individual differences identified in Experiment 1. Differences in what subjects consider
relevant are accounted for by differences in what information is used to make suggestions
about the effort comparison. Differences in consistency among individuals are accounted for
in terms of the presence or absence of preferences. If there is a preference for one
hypothesis operator over another, the model's responses will be consistent over problems. If
there is no preference, the choice among operators will be random and produce inconsistent
behavior, Quantitative knowledge is accounted for by the existence of productions that
suggest answers based on a ratio of the weight to some other relevant attribute. This
quantitative knowledge allows values for the effort attribute to be calculated directly.

Although the model is designed to simulate steady-state performance, it suggests how
mechanical ability may develop. Two mechanisms of the simulation model can explain how

. a rule can gradually come to be used correctly. First. a correct rule may initially have
excessively restrictive conditions of application: with repeated use it can be gTadually
generalized to its full and correct range by omitting the overly restrictive conditions. A
second mechanism to account for the gradual emergence of a correct rule is a change in
the preferences among several rules. A barely-acquired correct rule may start with an
initially low preference. but each time it succeeds in generating the correct answer, its
preference index, and hence its frequency of use. may increase. These procedures for
gradually acquiring a correct rule are not implemented in the model at present.

Experiment 2.

The results of the first experiment vugstf-d a ztniprnl rrniinf of fli Rihio,'fq
performance and some sources of individual differences. lxpprimnit 2 w , in ,1,I,
further elaborate some of the findings of Experiment 1. Experiment 2 includ 1,,11)
types that varied new combinations of attributes. In addition, all suhiectq in F.xpwil ,,,f '2
were required to give verbal protocols, so that their solution processes could be ,MIV7,,d
more directly than was possible from response pattern data.

Experiment 2 examined the resolution of conflicts between a rule involving a relevant
attribute and a rule involving an irrelevant attribute. In Experiment I. the two systems
always differed either with respect to a relevant attribute or with respect to an irrelevant
attribute, but not both. It is possible that people of low ability consider an irrelevant
attribute relevant only if it is the only distinguishing attribute. However, in the presence of
a relevant distinguishing attribute they might prefer a rule based on the relevant attribute.
An alternative and equally plausible hypothesis is that low ability subjects mistakenly think

,- . . ,,.~ . ' , . *. ," •~'* *. • .- ,*
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that the irrelevant attributes are relevant regardless of any other variation. If the latter
i-  hypothesis is correct. then Subhiects of low ability should hiave no cnsistent preference for. rules based on relevant attributes over rules based on irrelevant attributes. To test these

hypotheses. Experiment 2 included some problems in which both relevant and irrelevant
attributes varied between the two systems.

Experiment 2 also introduced some new problems that tested how sub jects took sonie
configurational properties of a pulley system into consideration. The rules identified in
Experiment I were based on attributes of system components. such as the number of
pulleys or the length of the ropes. However the mechanical advantage of a pulley system
depends, not just on the components it contains, but also on how these components are
configured. The new problems tested whether subjects take configuration into account by
examining their treatment of an extra pulley, which was irrelevant because of the way the
system was configured.

In Experiment 2. all subjects were asked to give verbal protocols while solving the
problems. Protocols can elaborate on the information available from response patterns in
three ways. First. they can indicate which rule~sl a subject is using when a number of
different rules can produce the same pattern of responses. Second. protocols can indicate
how subjects resolve conflicts when two or more rules suggest conflicting answers. Third.
they can indicate whether the subject has some type of understanding of the problems that
does not produce a consistent pattern of responding. The protocols proved to be particularly

* informative in this regard in problems varving both weight and mechanical advantage.
problems that often produced inconsistent response patterns.

Method

Problems. Performance on 44 pulley problems was analvzed. The problems had the
same format as those in Experiment 1. The attributes on which systems differed were
height, mechanical advantage, and weight to be lifted.

The major classification of problems was similar to Experiment 1. There were three
basic types of problems. In the first type of problem, the two depicted pulley systems
differed on an irrelevant attribute. In the second type of problem the two pulley systems
differed on attributes that can affect mechanical advantage irelevant attributesl. In the third
problem the two pulleys systems differed in mechanical advantage and weight to be lifted.
The problem types used are shown in Table 7. which lists for each problem type the
attributes varied, the number of problems. and the knowledge indicated by correct solution

• of the problems.

Insert Table 7 abo t here.

*. The first type of problem depicted two p,,llev ysteni th;it diff-rod ,,mly on the
irrelevant attribute of height. or. on height as well as oun a relevant attribute. These
problems allowed us to determine subjects' preferences among rules hased nil irrel#-N int

S" attributes of pulley systems versus rules based oin relevant attribu1tes Fm problems \arifd
only the height of the pulley system while eight prohlemN v:riod hoth the height and tile
mechanical advantage of the pulley system, and the remailin" eight problems varied both
the height of the pulley svsterm and the weight to he lifted, Problems in which twn
attributes were varied Aere designed so that half of the pr,,hlems woold involve conlflict for
a subject who thought that a svstem with greater height requires more effort. while the

..
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Table 7: Categorization of the Problems in Experiment 2

Attributels) Varied Number of Ahilitv Demonstrated
Problems

Irrelevant Attributes.

Height 4 Differentiate relevant from irrelevant attributes.

Height and M.A. 8 Prefer relevant to irrelevant attribute.

Height and Weight 8 Prefer relevant to irrelevant attribute.

me's Attributes relevant to Mechanical Advantage.

0 All relevant attributes

give correct answer 4 Identify relevant attributes.
S

Relevant attributes give 4 Prefer attributes highly correlated with

different answers mechanical advantage.

Irrelevant pulley included 4 Identify irrelevant pulley from the system

[.r ~Configuration.

Mechanical Advantage and Weight.

M.A. compensates for 4 Compute ratio of weight to NI. A.

weight

NI. A. difference greater 4 Compute ratio of weight to M. A. or prefer

,M.A. to weight.

Weight difference greater 4 (ompote rntio (f wpight t, NI A. o r po r

-weight to M.A.

V'.
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other half would involve conflict for a subject who thought that less height requires more
effort.

The second type of problem depicted two systems that differed in relevant attributes.
This second type can be decomposed into three sub-types. The first sub-type were problems
in which a number of rules based on relevant attributes, such as the number of pulleys or
the number of ceiling attachments, converged on the correct answer. These problems
allowed us to determine if a subject could compare pulley systems on the basis of some
relevant attribute. The second sub-type were problems in which two or more rules. based
on different attributes, led to different answers. Performance on these problems revealed
subjects' preferences among rules based on different relevant attributes. some of which were
more highly correlated with mechanical advantage than others. The third sub-type of
problems depicted pulley systems that differed in an attribute Inumber of pullevsl that is
usually correlated with mechanical advantage. but in this sub-type of problem the two
depicted svstems did not differ in mechanical advantage. In these problems. one of the
systems included an extra pulley, attached either to the ceiling or floor, that did not affect
mechanical advantage Isee Figure 51. .\ subject who answered only on the basis of the
number of pulleys and did not take account of how the pulleys were configured should

-, answer these problems incorrectly.
,--------------------------------------------

Insert Figure 5 about here.

The third type of problem depicted systems with different mechanical advantage which
were being used to lift different weights. In four of these problems, the difference in
mechanical advantage between the systems compensated exactly for the difference in the
weights to be lifted, so that the same effort was required in the two systems. In another
four problems the difference in mechanical advantage was greater than the difference in
weight. and in the remaining four problems of this type the difference in weight was
greater than the difference in mechanical advantage. Only a subject who could quantify the
rmechanical advantage of a pulley system exactlv would solve all of these problems correctly.
A subject who had a preference for the weight attribute would solve only the second set of
problems correctly while a subject with a preference for system attributes over weight would
solve only the third set of problems correctly.

Subjects. The subjects were 27 undergraduate students at Carnegie-Mellon University.
Ten of the students had taken two or more courses in physics at college level while the
remainder had taken no college level physics courses.

Procedure. The subjects were tested individually and all were asked to give verhal
protocols while solving the problems. Some srrhects gave concurrPnt protocols ns rerrst(,d.
while others (who constituted a majorityl did not comply nd werp pr,,1lni,,ld 1, i1.,

retrospective protocols after solving each problem.

* Comparisons will be made between high-scoring and low-scoring suhjpcts. F(,r
consistencv with Experiment 1. the high-scoring and low-sroring groups were defined by a

• ," discontinuity in the distribution of overall scores. Twelve subjects. all of whom solved at
least :34 of the 44 problems correctly, were assif'ned to the high-scorirg" group. The

* remaining fifteen subjects. assigned to the low-scoring g'roup. all qolved 31I or fewer
. problems correctly. Seven of the twelve sub iects in the higlh-scoring group and four of the

fifteen subjects in the low-scoring group had studied physics at college level.
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Figure 5: Problems involving an irrelevant pulley

A

'S Example 6:

With which pulley system
does the man have to pull
with more force to lift
the weight?

A

B
If no difference.

mark C.

P.

%A

Example 7:

With which pulley system

. ,does the man have to puh

with more force to lift

the weight?

A
B

If no difference.
mark C.
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%Results and Discussion

The general account of how subjects solved the test items, proposed on th basis of
Experiment 1, also characterized the performance of subjects in Experiment 2. However the
results of Experiment 2 allowed a greater range of solution processes to be identified, which
produced a more precise measurement of the sources of individual differences in
performance. As before, we first consider some solution processes that were general to the
entire group of subjects and later focus on the sources of individual differences in
performance.

The repertoire of rules used in Experiment 2 was inferred from the subjects' protocols
and response patterns, which were generally in agreement. Subjects were classified as
using a rule when their explanations or responses were consistent with that rule on at least
3 out of 4 problems of a particular type. Classifications for each of the 27 subjects were
made on the basis of seven problem types, which correspond to the problem types listed in
Table 7 1with the exception that only one classification was made on the basis of the three
types of problems in which mechanical advantage and weight were varied). Separate
classifications made on the basis of explanations and response patterns agreed in 151
179.9%) of the 189 instances. In a further 29 115.3%) instances the protocol data allowed

Sr" subjects' responses to be classified when their response patterns seemed inconsistent with
any rule. For example, some subjects used the rule that a system with a greater
mechanical advantage requires less effort, but computed mechanical advantage incorrectly, so
that the rule could not be inferred from their response patterns. Other subjects switched

•~ "from one rule to another in the course of the experiment, a switch obvious from the
protocols.

The repertoire of rules observed in this experiment was larger than in Experiment 1.
reflecting the fact that protocols were collected from 27 subjects. as compared to 5 in
Experiment 1. We can ask how the number of rules increases as we sample more
subjects. To answer this question we took 10 random samples of sizes 1 to 15 from the
sample of 27 subjects and assessed the average number of rules used by different sized
samples. The average number of rules used by one subject was 3.9. and the number of
rules increased by about 1.2 for each additional subject as the sample size increased from 1
to 8. Beyond this point, the number of rules increased negligibly with additional subjects.
This analysis suggests that the number of common rules in this task is about 13 and that
all the rules can be observed by sampling a relatively small number of subjects. As Table
8 shows, the rules most commonly used in Experiment 2 were also used in Experiment 1.

---

* Insert Table 8 about here.

N"
°'

Individual Differences. The results of E'xprimnt 2 qsirrP-tfd n orp proi'iV

characterization of individual differences in mechanical ability. We added to our
understanding of the three abilities underlying performance. observed in Exporiment I. 1w

* observing how subjects treat irrelevant information when it conflicts with relevant
information, observing the types of rules used by consistent and less consistent subjects and

'-'. observing how subjects treat conflicting relevant information. In the case of each of these
sources of individual differences. we examine the range of solution processes observed in
Experiment 2. the relation of these processes to accuracy in solving the pulley problems.
and the extensions to the simulation model necessary to characterize these solution
processes.

Ability to Identify Relevant Attributes. Two contrasting hypotheses were outlined

0
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Table 8: Rules used by the Subjects in Experiment 2.

Rule Number of Subjects who used the Rule.

A system with ... requires less force:

less weight* 27

more pulleys* 18

larger pulleys* 13

more rope - weight attachments 8

greater mechanical advantage 8

less weight/mechanical advantage 7

less height* 6

more height 5

more load-bearing ropes* 5

less weight per load-bearing rope 3

less weight per pulley* 3

smaller pulleys 3

more rope-ceiling attachments 2

less pulleys 1

more movable pulleys* 1

less rope-pulley attachments I

* Rules that were also observed in the protocols in Experiment 1.
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concerning the treatment of irrelevant attributes by low-scoring subjects in Experiment 1.
One hypothesis was that low-scoring subjects consider an irrelevant dimension relevant only
if there are no other distinguishing attributes. The opposing hypothesis was that low
ability subjects think that irrelevant attributes are relevant regardless of any other variation.
The results indicated that some subjects in Experiment 2 are best described by the first
hypothesis while other subjects are best described by the second hypothesis. Ten subjects.
all low-scoring, considered the irrelevant attribute, height. to be relevant. Five of these
subjects showed a consistent preference for rules based on relevant attributes when relevant
and irrelevant attributes were covaried, indicating that they can be described by the first
hypothesis. The remaining 5 subjects either showed no preference for the relevant attribute
or preferred the irrelevant attribute, indicating that they can be described by the second
hypothesis.

The results demonstrate that it is possible to order subjects with respect to the way
they treated irrelevant information. For a particular irrelevant attribute, some subjects
showed no preference for rules based on relevant attributes over rules based on this
attribute, other subjects based their comparisons on the irrelevant attribute only if relevant
attributes were not varied, and still other subjects understood the attribute to be irrelevant.
This ordering of subjects was related to performance on problems in which both relevant

-, and irrelevant attributes were varied (r =.86). Subjects who showed no preference for rules
,. based on relevant attributes had a lower proportion of correct responses (.651 on these 16

problems than subjects who preferred relevant attributes (.741. which was not statistically
* significant. As expected. subjects who understood the attributes to be irrelevant solved a

significantly greater proportion (.98) of problems of this type correctly Itill) = 6.7. p<.001.
as indicated by a two-sample t-test. The classification of subjects was also related to total
performance on the test (r = .82). It is possible that these three types of subjects that
we identified in the context of understanding of pulley systems represent different stages in
the development of understanding of mechanical systems in general as a person gains more
experience with these systems.

Preferences for relevant attributes over irrelevant attributes can be simulated in the
existing framework of the model. However the model would have to be extended to account
for a strategy used by some subjects who took both relevant and irrelevant attributes into
account. When both a relevant and an irrelevant attribute were varied in a problem, these
subjects did not make a random cho)ice between the answers predicted by their conflicting
rules fas would the present implementation of the model) but instead tried to assess the
size of the effect of each attribute on the effort. This strategy, which we call the
compensation strategy, will be discussed further below.

* Consistency of Rule Use. Examination of subjects' consistencY in solving prohlemns
-: that varied mechanical advantage revealed that the most cnnsistent suhjects conparpd the

puillev systems directly on the basis of their relnfive meclnnicnl advnntim- rthoui' tvil,1
*'. _:'..j the basis of visible attributes that are correlated with nechanic;m kinl atn ig I ho 1,,i, ,I

the consistency was that once these high-scoring subjects computed the mechnni,-l
advantage of a particular pulley system in the earlier problems. they then retrieved the
mechanical advantage for this system when thev encountered it again on i ter prnkle .

"". Subjects used one of two approaches to compute the mechanical advantage of pulley
systems, both of which took into account how the components of the pulley system were
configured. Some subjects computed the mechanical advantage by analYzing the balance of
forces in the system. while others retrieved the mechanical advantage of simpler systems

4 from memory and computed the advantage of other systems bv matching their features
-1:: , with features of a simpler svstem whose mechanical advantage they knew. The latter

strategy produced many errors. especially in computing the mechanical advantage of systems

[.. '5
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- . (:31 and 4. shown in Figure 6. For example. a subject might erroneously say that system
13) has a mechanical advantage of 2 because it is essentially the same as system 12). the
middle rope erroneously being judged as irrelevant.

Insert Fig-ure G about here.

Subjects were classified as quantitative if they computed the the mechanical
advantages of the two systems and related the effort directly to the mechanical advantage.
qualitative if they explained their answers using rules based on relevant attributes, and
inconsistent otherwise. Quantitative subjects used the same rule. based on the mechanical
advantage of the system. on all problems. Qualitative subjects typically explained their
answers consistently in terms of one rule when solving problems in which several rules
converged on the correct answer but were less consistent in justifying their answers to
problems in which their rules dictated different answers. Inconsistent subjects did not give
consistent explanations or answers, even in probkms where several rules converged on the
correct answer. This classification was related to total performance on the test (r = .741.
Eight high-scoring and one low-scoring subject were classified as quantitative while four
high-scoring and ten low-scoring subjects were classified as qualitative. Four subjects. all of
whom were low-scoring, were inconsistent in their use of rules.

* Quantifying the mechanical advantage of a pulley system depends on the ability to
understand configural properties of the system. Thus. subjects who computed mechanical

advantage were better able to recognize a pulley that was irrelevant to the mechanical
advantage of a system because of the way it was configured. All 9 subjects who computed

* mechanical advantage recognized an irrelevant pulley as such if it was attached to the
ceiling, and :3 of these subjects recognized an irrelevant pulley attached to either the ceiling
or floor. Only 6 of the 14 subjects who used qualitative rules recognized an irrelevant )ulley
attached to tile ceiling and one of these recognized an irrelevant pulley attached to either
the ceiling or the floor. The ability to use rules consistently was therefore highly correlated

.66) with tile ability to recognize an irrelevant pulley. The recognition of irrelevant pulleys
1) y subjects who computed mechanical advantage is further evidence that these -ubjects
understood mechanical advantage to depend. not just on what components a pulley system
contains, but also on how these components are configured.

While quantitative subjects tended to have higher overall scores on the test. they did
not score significantly higher than qualitative subjects on problems that varied only
mechanical advantage. These two groups of subjects made errors for different reasonq: the

* quantitative subjects' errors arose from inaccuracies in computing mechanical advantage
while the qualitative subjects' errors arose from the use of rules that gave incorrect answers
to some of the problems.

A number of extensions to the existiug sinimlatimn model would accmount r,, i p ;ih;lirv
A subjects to compare pulley svstenis directlv on the basis of mechanical advantau. The

•simulation for ;orie sub ' ects would have to inlclulde p)roduction~s that call comp, te I ,..011"
t'.."for tile nmohamical aidvantage of a pulley sy-tem hy amiah-ziWt the Ivmaicc (if torces; in the
-- ; v,;t emr. M"otrenver. the simtflation model could lie jffiv'en the ('opacity to store the computed
[-.'- Value of the mechanical advanltage't (f particiular plulley Txt~ lhp plilley w . ill,

new problem could then be matched aianinst t lise str-del cpi-s~mta is aid the me'clh.n ica l
advantage either retrieved or estimated on the basis i bhe no bhr it sha rod Ittributes ot
the new pulley system and the retrieved representaItion.

Ability to combine twi relevant attributes. Ii pr ibleis that required the quantitative
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Figure 6: The five Pulley systems depicted in the problems.

(1) M.A. I
(2) M.A. =2

S ~~~(3) M. A.=3(4 M .=3
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combination of two relevant attributes (weight and mechanical advantage), subjects used ,me
of the three strategies observed in the protocols in Experiment I to solve the problem. One
strategY was to compute the effort directly by computing a ratio of the weight to rome
attribute of the system, such as the mechanical advantage or the number of pulleys. The
second strategy was to use a principle whereby differences in mechanical advantage are
considered to compensate for differences in weight. The third strategy was to use only ,ne
of the applicable rules, selected on the basis of a preference ordering.

Subjects who used tile ratio strategy were of two types. The first type (2 subjects

performed like the high-scoring subject whose answers were simulated in our model. These
subjects compared the pulley systems using qualitative rules based on relevant attributes
such as the number of pulleys and computed the efforts involved only when the problem
could not be solved using this easier comparison. The values that they computed for the
efforts were incorrect because they were based on relevant attributes that are not correct
indicators of the mechanical advantage of a pulley system. The other type 19 subjects)
computed the mechanical advantage of the pulley systems in all problems and determined
the efforts by computing the ratio of the weights to the mechanical advantage of the pulley
systems. These subjects used a quantitative approach to solving all problems.

-. The majority of subjects who used rules based ol relevant attributes used the
compensation strategy to solve problems in which both weiglht and mechanical advantage
were varied. Subjects who used this strategy tried to estimate the size o)f the difference
between the two pulley systems on the two attributes that were in conflict, i.e.. weight and
mechanical advantage. On the basis of these estimates they decided that either the
difference in one attribute outweighed the difference in the other attribute or that the two
differences compensated for each other. Compensation was similar to computin" ratios in
the respect that subjects who used this strategy understood that one attribute le.g.. number
of pulleyst could compensate for another (e.g.. weight). However it was dissimilar in the
respect that it did not involve exact quantification of the effects of the two attributes.

7"" The ability to combine information about two relevant attributes (weight and
mechanical advantagel was related to total performance on the test (r = . ()f the 12
subjects who combined these attributes quantitativply. 9 were high-scoring and : were ow-

scoring. The compensation strategy was used by the remaining 3 high-scoring subjects and
5 of the low-scoring subjects. The other low-scoring subjects either had a preference for
the weight attribute 13). were inconsistent (2). or did not experience conflict in these
problems because their rules stated that systems that actually had greater mechanical
advantage required more effort (2).

The strategies that subjects used in problems varving mechanical advantage and
weight were reflected in the patterns of performance on these problems. We wold pxp-ct
subjects who computed ratios to have similar scorns on all the prnh!fm tvpos. This wnq ,t
the case but. as shown in Figure 7. suhjects who used the ratio ;trategy di r1,.. a
smaller range in performance (2.2 to 3.3 problems correct) than suhiects hlo ,1,4-1 ,h,

Scompensation strategy (0.5 to 2.5 problems cnrrect) and subioctq who prefeird an anrpr
based on weight (0.0 - 3.1 problems correct). Subjects using the ratio strategy made most
of their errors in computing mechanical advantage. Subjects using the compensation strategry
could only estimate the size of the difference in mechanical advantage and therefore they
had much lower levels of performance on problems in which the weight difference
compensated exactly for the difference in mechanical advantage than in the other pro)leni

* subtypes. As expected. the pattern of responses for subjects who had a preference for the
weight attribute was a high level of performance in problems in which the weight difference
was greater than the difference in mechanical advantage and a very low level in the other

' ,
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" sub-types of problems in this category lin which mechanical advantage and weight vary).

The combinatorial rules that simulated the compensation strategy uqed hv the low-
* scoring subjects in Experiment I would have to be extended to account for the fact tiat

some subjects who used this strategy took the size of the difference into account. The

determination of what was a large and what was a small difference depended on which
attributes of pulley systems subjects considered relevant to their function and thus would

" have to he coded separately for each subject %%ho used the compensation strategy.

Insert Figure 7 about here.

Relation of Specific Abilities to Total Performance. More precise information was
available from Experiment 2 concerning the range of individual differences in each of the

* factors identified in Experiment 1. Subjects were assigned scores corresponding to each of
the abilities as follows. For ability to identify relevant attributes. they were given a score of
2 if they never considered an irrelevant attribute to be relevant. 1 if they preferred relevant
to irrelevant attributes, and () if they had no preference or preferred irrelevant to relevant
attributes. For consistency, subjects were given a score of 2 if they used a quantitative rule
consistently. 1 if they used qualitative rules consistently and 0 if they were inconsistent.
For ability to quantitatively combine information, they were given a score of 2 if they

I computed ratios. 1 if they used the compensation strategy and () otherwise. Each of the
.:-' ability scores had a corre!ation with the overall score that lay between .70 and .82.
"- "lTogether they accounted for 81.5c of the variance in overall performance. This fig-ure.

compared to 38.6c in Experiment 1 indicates a considerable improvement in accounting for
the total score from the more precise measures of individual differences in Experiment 2. A
possible fourth ability identified in Experiment 2. was the ability to take the configuration
oIf the pulley system into account in computing mechanical advantage. This ability was
highly correlated with consistencv of rule use Ir = .66 and did not add to the variance

accounted for by the other three abilities.

(eneral Discussion.

Summary of results.

The research reported in this paper provides both a general model of the processes
involved in solving items from tests of mechanical ability and identifies sources of individual
difference in performance on these tasks. It was found that subiects encoded mechanical

I systems in terms of attributes of systems that they considered relevant to their function.
These attributes could be surface, visible features (e.g.. the number of pulleys in a syeteml
or abstract properties le.g., the number of units (f force pulling up on a weight) I Thpv

* could he attributes of the whole system leg. its nmchanic;l advant;,agl or propprti..z if
components leg.. the size of a pulley. (omparison of the pulley systems by different
s subjects was based on rules that expressed a relation between one or more of these

1 attributes and the attribute in question. i.e.. the effort required to lift the weight iil the

pulley system.
Figure R presents a schematic description of the range, of individual differences that

we found in people's ability to solve pulley problems..According to the description of

individual differences presented in the figiire. low-scoring subiects are characterized as using
, rules based on visible components of pulley systems. These rules are qualitative, the

attributes on which they are based can be either relevant or irrelevant, and subjects have
• no clear preferences among their rules so that their responses appear inconsistent with any
' particular rule. Iigh-scoring subjects. on the other hand. have rules that are quantitative

I%
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Figure 7: Performance in Experiment 2 on problems varying mechanical advantage
and Weight.
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and take configural properties of the system into account. They prefer rules based oi
attributes that are highly correlated with mechanical advantage. Although we make no

-strong claims about the exact location of the acquisition of specific abilities along the
continuum. the point at which the label for each ability is placed in the figure corresponds
to the proportion of subjects in Experiment 2 whose performance demonstrated possession
of this ability. For example. if 50% of subjects demonstrated that they had a particular
ability, it would be placed half way between the low ability end and the high ability end of
the continuum.

Insert Figure 8 about here.

The experiments suggested three abilities that account for the range of individual
differences described in Figure 8. namely ability to differentiate relevant from irrelevant
attributes. ability to use rules consistently. and ability to quantitatively combine information
about two relevant attributes. A simulation model specified mechanisms that can account for
these three sources of individual differences. The model successfully simulated the
performance of a high-scoring and a low-scoring subject indicating the sufficiency of the
theoretical proposal. The model suggested that the process of applying rules is similar for
high-scoring and low-scoring subjects, but that the content of the rules changes with
increases in mechanical ability.

Mental models of pulley systems.

We have characterized performance at different levels of mechanical ability in terms of
rules which relate the function of a mechanical system to attributes of the systems
components and their interactions. Rules of this type imply a causal connection between

. some attribute of a pulley system and the amount by which a svstem magnifies an input
force. Thus the rules that characterize performance of an individual on our pulley problems
reflect his understanding of the causal interrelations among attributes of pulley systems.
This causal understanding of a mechanical system constitutes a mental model of the
svstem.

. A key difference between the mental models of high-scoring and low-scoring subjects is

that low-scoring subjects used only qualitative models while high-scoring subjects used both

qualitative and quantitative models. This is demonstrated by our subjects" strategies for
combining information about two or more relevant attributes when these attributes

* suggested conflicting answers. In this situation. low-scoring subjects evoked qualitative
models while high-scoring subjects evoked quantitative models. In a qualitative model.
attributes of pulley systems are coded in terms of a qualitative compnrison with
corresponding attributes of other pulley systems. A qiulitative mh, ;(I0 i-nh,,rl h ,,
relating attributes of mechanical systems. situations in which it is appro )riatP ti) amkh
these rules. and preferences among these rules. Preferences can resolve cinfiits h1tkeoo

* rules that are equally applicable in a given situation, but there is no simple wavy in a
qualitative model to resolve conflicts between rules with equal preference. Our results thus
provide converging evidence that qualitative models precede quantitative models (Forbus &
Gentner. 1986: White & Frederikson. 1986).

It is interesting that some subjects who uised a qualitative approach attempted to
compare the size of the difference between the two systems for each of the conflicting
attributes. They were thus going beyond an ordinal scale of measurement which was
characteristic of the qualitative approach. This may be an important step in the
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of the progression from low to high
ability.

High Ability - quantitative rules based on system configuration.
g preference for rules based on determining attributes.

-"mechanical advantage computed.

4

- ratio strategy used.

- relevant attributes identified.

- compensation strategy used.

- rules based on relevant attributes preferred.

- qualitative rules used consistently.
4

11

.4

qualitative rules based on visible components.

Low Ability all attributes considered relevant.
' no preferences among applicable rules.
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progression from a qualitative to a quantitative understanding of pulley s ystems. which is
demonstrated by the fact that one subJect made such a progression in the (ourse of the
experiment.

A central issue in the literature on mental models of ph'sical systems has been how
to characterize naive intuitions of physical systems intuitiors based on experience in the

. physical world rather than formal instruction in phvsicsi. One approcwh has been to
* characterize the intuitions in terms of Qualitative Process Theory 1F,rbus. 19831. In

Qualitative Process Theory, quantities are defined, not by absolute values, but in terms of
* their comparison with other quantities. Functional relationships. similar to the rules in our

model, express qualitative proportionality between different quantities. Determining the
influence of various processes on a quantity involves determining whether various processes
will increase or decrease the quantitY. lowever. the relative magnitude of the increasing or
decreasing influences is not always known, as was shown by some of our subjects who used
the compensation approach, and were unable to compare the relative effects (if mechanical
advantage and weight on the amount of effort required to lift a load. Our data provide
support for Qualitative Process Theory as a characterization of naive intuitions about
physical systems.

Expert performance appears to include both the quantitative reasoning that
* distinguishes ."perts. as well as qualitative, causal reasoning of the type demonstrated bv

novices IDe Kleer. 1985: diSessa. 1983L Our results suggest that high-scoring subjects are
flexible problem solvers who can use either qualitative or quantitative mental models.
depending on the demands of the problem. Some high-scoring subjects in our study did
not resort to the use of a quantitative model unless the problem required it. If the relative
effort required to lift the weight in the two pulley systems could be determined by
comparing a single attribute frather than by actually computing the two efforts). then just
that attribute was evaluated and compared. For these subjects, qualitative models, which
may be simpler to use. were invoked when they were adequate to the task. Thus. there
may be a least-effort principle operating.

Mental Models of Low-Scoring Subjects. Although our low-scoring subjects had little if
anv experience with pulley systems before taking part in our experiments. they clearly
demonstrated some consistent conceptions of the behavior (if pulley systems. For example.
all subjects understood that a pulley system that was lifting a heavier weight required more
effort. and in problems where only one attribute distinguished the depicted pulley systems.
the responses of the majority of low-scoring suhjects could be classified as rule governed
(see Table 31. Thus. although the responses of low-scoring subjects were less consistent than
the responses of high-scoring suhjects, this inconsistency arose partly from an inability to

* resolve conflicts between multiple rules. rather than from an absence (If rules ahoott the

behavior of pu.,ey systems.

The consistency of naive mental models has also hoPn an 'Ii,o in r.ih,,,.( ;',

In this literature, naive mental models have sometimes been characterized as a 5Y-t-i;i9,'

body of knowledge that is consistent across individuals 4Mc('loskev. 19831 and (ioto,, :,
a collection of knowledge fragments that are brought to bear on rliffer ot .1r(,,l 0,,.

19831. Our characterization of knowledge as a set of rules rplating attribute. nf mechanical
systems to their function suggests that mental models consist of elempt ts of knowlede.
and that consistency arises from a precise specification ,ot tho con lit ions (if applicotioi (it

rules and consistent preferences among rules.

Low-scoring subjects' mental models of pulley systems sh;)ow Some typical naive
intuitions about physical systems. For example. one (ommon misconception that was first

IO .
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recognized as such by Gallileo lEinstein & Infeld. 19:39L is that forces dissipate and that a
constant force is required to keep a body in motion lClement. 1983: diSessa. 1983: White.
1983). This misconception would lead to the incorrect prediction, made by some of our low-
scoring subjects. that higher pulley systems, with a greater length of rope between the
point at which the force is exerted and the point at which the rope is attached to the
weight. would require more force to lift a given weight. This misconception is probably due
to the experience of living in a world with friction, as noted bv White (1983).

Low-scoring subjects' misconceptions of pulley systems may also reflect their use of
inappropriate analogies to more familiar mechanical svstems. Distance is a critical attribute
in the operation of a lever, so a person might draw an incorrect analogy from the lever to
the pulley and think that if the pulley system is higher land therefore includes a longer
rope) a greater magnification of force results. Some of our subjects gave answers consistent
with this analogy and stated that the man pulling the longer rope was getting more
leverage. A similar analogy might account for the responses of subjects who answered that
a pulley system with larger pulleys would require less effort. In this case the analogy might
he to gear systems in which gear size is a critical variable. Analogies of this type. based on
literal similarity between objects in the two situations being compared. are highly accessible
and are typical of novices lGentner. 1983: Forbus & G(entner, 1986).

Individual differences and development.

A striking feature of the range of solution processes used by subjects with different
mechanical ability is their similarity to the developmental stges observed by Siegler 1978.
1981 in his analysis of young children's understanding of a balance beam. We tound that
there were subjects who always chose the system with the greater weight when weight and
mechanical advantage were in conflict and considered attributes of the pulley system only
when the weights of the two systems were equal. These correspond to children at stage 2
in Siegler's account. who consider the distance of weights from tile fulcrum only when these
weights are equal. Our results also suggest, in parallel with Siegler's. that the idea of
compensation precedes the ability to quantitatively combine two attributes. The subjects in
our study who used the compensation strategy correspond to Siegler's stage 3 children.
Children at this stage always consider both weight and distance, but when one side of the
balance beam has more weight and the other has its weights at a greater distance, they
have no consistent formula for resolving the conflict.

The parallel between our findings and developmental findings such as Siegler's
suggests the intriguing hypothesis that the processes that Underlie the development of

• mechanical abilities also characterize differences along an individual difference dimension.
Individual differences are sometimes thought of as static abilities, whereas developmental
differences are typically thought of as changing with age and PxpriPnre. Conipnrion Of
our results with the results of developmental studies suggests that differences in abilities at
different points along an individual difference continuum are very similar to chang s in
abilities that occur with development. A further analogy can be drawn to tile prnfresion
that occurs in the historical evolution of scientific understanding of a domain. for ~io,,le.

-.. the history of understanding of the pulley system. Similar analogies have been made by
Carey (1985) in her analysis of the development of understanding of biological concepts.
Her research suggests that concepts develop with increasing knowledge of a domain. This
knowledge can occur as a child gains more familiarity with the natural world, as an adult
becomes an expert in a particular domain, or as scientists gather data about some natural
phenomenon.
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Viewing individual differences in mechanical ability as a progression of mental models
that develop with experience is consistent with conclusions from the psychometric literature.
namely that mechanical ability is a measure of understanding acquired through general
exposure to tools and machinery (Cronbach. 1984). Although our study provides no
longitudinal data. our characterization of performance at different levels of mechanical ability
provides a framework within which to speculate about what mechanisms might underlie the
progression from low to high ability with exposure to machinery and to formal instruction
in physics.

Progressions of Mental Models. A theory of the progression from low to high ability
has to account for advances along a number of different dimensions (see Figure 8). One
advance is from having no consistent preferences among rules based on different attributes
to preferring rules based on attributes that are highly correlated with mechanical advantage.
A strengthening mechanism that increases the preference of successful rules and decreases
the preference of unsuccessful rules would produce a gradual increase in the relative
strength of more correct rules over less correct rules as a person gains more experience
with mechanical systems. A second advance is from encoding the systems in terms of
basic physical components (e.g., pulleys and rope strands), to recognizing larger patterns in
systems that involve configurational relations among a number of system components (e.g..
a rope going over a pulley that is attached to the ceiling.) Another learning mechanism.
chunking. (Rosenbloom & Newell. 1987) can account for this type of organization of
knowledge of a domain by forming and storing patterns (chunks) that are structured
collections of more elementary patterns that were present at an earlier stage of expertise.
A third advance is the progression from a qualitative to a quantitative model of mechanical
advantage that enables the subject to quantify the extent to which mechanical advantage
can reduce the effort required to lift a particular weight. It is likely that the abstract
concepts of force and mechanical advantage are a result of formal instruction, except in
very rare cases of extremely high mechanical ability, Our performance model provides a
theoretical framework within which these advances can be encompassed.

Generalization to reasoning in other domains.

Reasoning in many other domains requires the processes measured by psychometric
tests of mechanical ability. i.e.. deciding which attributes are relevant to a judgment being
made, how these attributes are related to the attribute to be judged. and how the
information about these attributes can be combined to form an overall evaluation of each
alternative. For example, when diagnosing an illness, a person must decide which
environmental factors, internal factors. and symptoms are present and how these are related
in various illnesses, and combine this information to diagnose which illness is present.

* •Similarly. when choosing consumer goods. a person often has to evaluate two or more
alternatives that differ from each other in a number of attributes, for example price and
various indices of quality.

Our research suggests that people decide which attrihuts of a niuchniiir'l ,t;mi nit,
relevant to judging mechanical advantage on the basis of causal models f mineclhic;mil
systems which they form as a result of experience with these systems. Similar c,, zimi,,s
have been made in studies of naive medical understanding. For example. Meyer. Leventhal
and Gutman 1985) suggested that people interpret illnesses in the framework of common
sense models that they form as a result of the illnesses they are exposed to. These models
are similar to mental models of mechanical systems in that they emphasize causal
interconnections, in this case. between environmental factors, the suisceptibility (f the bod'

* to different diseases, and physical symptoms. Like the mental models of mechanical systems
that we identified, mental models of illness have been found to differ for people with
different amounts of knowledge of illness (Tavlor. 1982). The interpretation of situations in
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terms of causal models may be a general characteristic of reasoning in domains that have
underlying principles of operation.

Once a person has decided which attributes of a situation are relevant to making a
judgment, she has to combine the information from these attributes to form an overall
evaluation for each alternative. The processes that our subjects used in dealing with
multiple attributes mav also be involved in other forms of judgment. For example. Slovic
and Lichtenstein 1968) have shown that people often give different weights to different
attributes that they consider relevant to a judgment. These weights can be compared to
the preferences demonstrated by our subjects for rules based on some attributes of pulley
systems over rules based on other attributes. Studies in other domains have also shown
that people do not a]wavs consider all the information available to them in making

- judgments. but instead base their judgments on an evaluation of a subset of the attributes
" that vary in the situation ISlovic. 1969: Wright, 1974). The behavior of our low-scoring
-' subjects. who based their judgments on only one attribute when faced with problems in

which two relevant dimensions provide conflicting cues. can be seen as an instance of this
type of information reduction. Thus some of the processes used by our subjects in solving
pulley problems may reflect more general heuristics for making judgments about alternatives
that varv on a number of dimensions.

In conclusion, we have viewed mechanical reasoning as a process of applying inference
rules that relate attributes of machines to their function. This approach has allowed us to
distinguish between the process of applying rules and the content of the rules applied. The

. experimental results and the model have demonstrated that the processes of applying rules

. can be similar at different levels of ability. These processes may be shared with other
reasoning tasks that involve evaluating alternatives varying on a number of different

" attributes. The experimental results also demonstrated that the content of the rules can
vary with individual differences in mechanical abilitv. The content reflects people's causal
models of machines. formed as a result of relevant experience. Mental niodels in other
domains are likely to be governed by similar principles of operation.
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